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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A carriage frame includes first and second side members supporting a 

floating fork pin, where the floating fork pin is movably mounted in respective 

fork pin slots in the first and second side members and is adapted to receive load 

carrying forks. The first and second side members each includes a locking 

aperture positioned spaced from the fork pin slots. A pair of lock plates are 

secured to ends of the floating fork pin, respectively, where each of the lock plates 

includes a lock pin slot and a lock pin hole positioned in substantial alignment 

with the locking apertures in the first and second side members. A pair of fork pin 

locks extend through the locking apertures of the first and second side members 

and are selectively extended through one of the lock pin slot and the lock pin hole. 

With the fork pin locks extending through the lock pin slots, the floating fork pin 

is movable in the fork pin slot, and with the fork pin'locks extending through the 

lock pin holes, the floating fork pin is prevented from moving in the fork pin slot.
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Fig. 1
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CARRIAGE FRAME AND FORK PIN LOCK ASSEMBLY

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to a carriage frame for an industrial vehicle 

including load carrying forks suitable for supporting a work platform and, more 

particularly, the invention relates to a carriage frame and fork pin lock assembly 

for locking a floating fork pin on a carriage supporting a work platform.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Industrial vehicles such as telescopic material handlers (telehandlers) 

are known for lifting and carrying loads using load carrying forks. A load of 

goods may be supported on a pallet, which includes a supporting floor that is 

spaced from a bottom wall so that load carrying forks can be inserted between the 

bottom wall and the supporting panel to lift the pallet and the goods thereon. 

Telehandlers include a boom arm that enables the telehandlers to manipulate the 

load. It has been known to expand the functionality of a telehandler into use as a 

personnel work platform by using the load carrying forks to support a work 

platform.

[0003] In a typical construction, the load carrying forks are secured to a 

floating fork pin movably mounted in a carriage. The carriage or carriage frame 

includes side members that support the floating fork pin and respective fork pin 

slots. The fork pin is configured to float to compensate for uneven terrain while 

placing loads. When the construction is used to support a work platform, 

however, as occupants move from one end of the platform to the other, the 

platform may be subject to undesirable tipping.
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SUMMARY

[0004] It would thus be advantageous to provide an assembly that would 

prevent such tipping when the industrial vehicle is being used as a personnel work 

platform while enabling the fork pin to float during use as a conventional 

telehandler. A fork pin lock assembly is cooperable with the carriage frame to 

selectively allow or prevent vertical travel (i.e., float) of the fork pin.

[0005] In an exemplary embodiment, a carriage frame includes first and 

second side members supporting a floating fork pin, where the floating fork pin is 

movably mounted in respective fork pin slots in the first and second side members 

and is adapted to receive load carrying forks. The first and second side members 

each includes a locking aperture positioned spaced from the fork pin slots. A pair 

of lock plates are secured to ends of the floating fork pin, respectively, where each 

of the lock plates includes a lock pin slot and a lock pin hole positioned in 

substantial alignment with the locking apertures in the first and second side 

members. A pair of fork pin locks extend through the locking apertures of the first 

and second side members and are selectively extended through one of the lock pin 

slot and the lock pin hole. With the fork pin locks extending through the lock pin 

slots, the floating fork pin is movable in the fork pin slot, and with the fork pin 

locks extending through the lock pin holes, the floating fork pin is prevented from 

moving in the fork pin slot.

[0006] Each of the fork pin locks may include a lanyard secured at one end 

to a respective one of the lock plates, and a lock pin secured at an opposite end of 

the lanyard. The lock pin is extendable through a respective one of the locking 

apertures and through a respective one of the lock pin slots and the lock pin holes. 

The fork pin locks may additional include a lynch pin extendable through the lock 

pin and/or a wire rope clamp secured to the lanyard.
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[0007] The pair of lock plates may be secured to the ends of the floating

fork pin on an inside of the first and second side members, respectively.

[0008] The carriage frame may additionally be provided with load carrying 

forks secured to the floating fork pin and a work platform supported on the load 

carrying forks, where with the work platform supported on the load carrying forks, 

the fork pin locks are extended through the lock pin holes of the lock plates.

[0009] The locking apertures in the first and second side members may be 

positioned about mid-way between a top and a bottom of the first and second side 

members. Additionally, the locking apertures in the first and second side members 

may be positioned about mid-way between a front and a back of the first and 

second side members

[0010] In another exemplary embodiment, a fork pin lock assembly is 

cooperable with a floating fork pin in a carnage frame. The fork pin lock 

assembly includes a pair of lock plates securable to ends of the floating fork pin, 

respectively, where each of the lock plates includes a lock pin slot and a lock pin 

hole, and a pair of fork pin locks one each respectively extendable through the 

carriage frame and selectively extending through one of the lock pin slot and the 

lock pin hole. With the fork pin locks extending through the lock pin slots, the 

floating fork pin is in a movable position, and with the fork pin locks extending 

through the lock pin holes, the floating fork pin is in a locked position.

[0011] In yet another exemplary embodiment, a method of assembling a

carriage frame including a floating fork pin for supporting a work platform 

includes the steps of mounting the floating fork pin in fork pin slots provided in 

first and second side members of the carriage frame; forming a locking aperture 

through each of the first and second side members, the locking apertures being 

spaced from the fork pin slots; securing a pair of lock plates to ends of the floating 

fork pin, respectively, each of the lock plates including a lock pin slot and a lock
3
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pin hole positioned in substantial alignment with the locking apertures in the first 

and second side members; and extending a pair of fork pin locks one each through 

the locking apertures of the first and second side members, and selectively 

extending the fork pin locks through respective ones of the lock pin slot and the 

lock pin hole, wherein with the fork pin locks extending through the lock pin slots, 

the floating fork pin is movable in the fork pin slot, and wherein with the fork pin 

locks extending through the lock pin holes, the floating fork pin is prevented from 

moving in the fork pin slot.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] These and other aspects and advantages will be described in detail 

with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0013] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a telescopic material handler 

(telehandler) including a fork attachment;

|0014] FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the carriage frame including the fork 

pin lock device;

[0015] FIG. 3 is a close-up view of the fork pin lock device;

[0016] FIG. 4 shows a fork lift supporting a platform; and

[0017] FIG. 5 is a side view of the carriage frame showing a preferred 

location for installing the fork pin lock device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0018] FIG. 1 shows an exemplary telehandler 10 including a vehicle

chassis 12, an operator cab 14, and a telescoping boom 16. Details of the structure

and operation of the telehandler 10 are known and will not be further described.

4
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[0019] The boom 16 supports a carriage frame 18 at a distal end thereof. 

The carriage frame 18 may be of any suitable construction and includes side 

members 20, a bottom member 22 and an upper structural framework 24. Each of 

the side members 20 includes a fork pin slot 26 that movably receives a floating 

fork pin 28. A pair of load carrying forks 30 are connected to the floating fork pin 

28.

[0020] In use, the telehandler 10 is effective for lifting and manipulating 

loads by selective positioning of the telescopic boom 16. A typical example for 

use of a telehandler is to lift a pallet of construction materials such as lumber or 

the like to an upper floor in a construction site.

[0021] It has been known to use a telehandler as a personnel lift by 

supporting a personnel work platform on the forklift attachment of the carriage 

frame 18. With such an attachment, the telehandler can be used to raise and lower 

personnel standing on the work platform. Since the floating fork pin 28 

supporting the load carrying forks 30 is movable in the fork pin slots 26, a 

problem has arisen in supporting a personnel work platform, however, in that the 

platform may be subject to tipping when personnel on the platform move from one 

end to the other. The invention relates to a fork pin lock device that can 

selectively prevent such tipping when a personnel work platform is supported on 

the carriage frame 18.

[0022] With reference to FIGS. 2 and 3, the fork pin lock device includes an 

assembly secured at each end of the floating fork pin 28. The assemblies are 

identical, and only one exemplary assembly will be described.

[0023] Each fork pin lock assembly includes a lock plate 32 secured at

respective ends of the floating fork pin 28. The lock plate includes a lock pin slot

34 and a lock pin hole 36. As shown in FIG. 4, a locking aperture 38 is formed

through each of the first and second side members 20. The lock pin slot 34 and
5
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the lock pin hole 36 are positioned in substantial alignment with the locking

apertures 38.

[0024] A fork pin lock 40 is extendible through the locking aperture 38 and 

is selectively extendible through either one of the lock pin slot 34 and the lock 

hole 36. With the fork pin locks 40 extending through the lock pin slots 34, the 

floating fork pin 28 is movable in the fork pin slots 26. With the fork pin locks 40 

extending through the lock pin holes 36, the floating fork pin 28 is prevented from 

moving in the fork pin slots 26.

]0025] The fork pin lock device may additionally include a lanyard 42 

secured at one end to one of the lock plates 32, via a ring 44 or the like. 

Additionally, each of the fork pin lock devices may include a wire rope clamp 46 

secured to the lanyard 42. The wire rope clamp 46 serves to secure the lanyard 42 

to the ring 44 or other attachment.

[0026] With a work platform 50 supported on the load carrying forks 30 

(see FIG. 4), the lock pins 40 are extended through the locking apertures 38 in the 

side members 20 and through the lock pin holes 36 of the lock plates 32. In this 

manner, as discussed above, the floating fork pin 28 is prevented from moving in 

the fork pin slots 26, thereby providing a stable support for the work platform 50. 

[0027] In one preferred construction, with reference to FIG. 5, the locking 

apertures 38 in the first and second side members 20 are positioned about mid-way 

between the top and bottom of the first and second side members 20. In the 

exemplary embodiment shown, the locking apertures are positioned about 19.75 

inches from a top of the first and second side members 20. The locking apertures 

38 are also preferably centered in the side members 20, and in the exemplary 

embodiment shown, the locking apertures 38 are about 2.8 inches from a side of 

the side members 20. Since only the locking apertures 38 need to be added to the 

side members 20 to accommodate the fork pin lock assembly, the fork pin lock
6
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assembly of the invention can be added as a field installation to existing machines. 

The fork pin lock assembly could thus be provided as a kit for field installation. In 

this context, the fork pin lock assembly is provided with the pair of lock plates 32 

and the pair of fork pin locks 40. The assembly may also include the lanyards 42 

and the wire rope clamps 46. The lock pin may also include a lynch pin 48 to 

prevent the lock pin 40 from “backing out” of the hole 36 or slot 34. The lynch 

pin is preferably secured to the lock pin 40 using nylon coated steel cable.

[0028] The fork pin lock assembly of the described embodiments provides 

for a secure attachment of a personnel work platform to the lifting forks of a 

telehandler. The lock assembly may also be suitable for other attachments to the 

carriage frame where it is desirable to restrict the movement of the floating fork 

pin 28 in the fork pin slots 26.

[0029] While the invention has been described in connection with what is 

presently considered to be the most practical and preferred embodiments, it is to 

be understood that the invention is not to be limited to the disclosed embodiments, 

but on the contrary, is intended to cover various modifications and equivalent 

arrangements included within the spirit and scope of the appended claims.
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1. A carriage frame comprising:

first and second side members supporting a floating fork pin, the floating 

fork pin being movably mounted in respective fork pin slots in the first and second 

side members and being adapted to receive load carrying forks, wherein the first 

and second side members each includes a locking aperture positioned spaced from 

the fork pin slots;

a pair of lock plates secured to ends of the floating fork pin, respectively, 

each of the lock plates including a lock pin slot and a lock pin hole positioned in 

substantial alignment with the locking apertures in the first and second side 

members; and

a pair of fork pin locks one each respectively extending through the locking 

apertures of the first and second side members and selectively extending through 

one of the lock pin slot and the lock pin hole, wherein with the fork pin locks 

extending through the lock pin slots, the floating fork pin is movable in the fork 

pin slot, and wherein with the fork pin locks extending through the lock pin holes, 

the floating fork pin is prevented from moving in the fork pin slot.

2. A carriage frame according to claim 1, wherein each of the fork pin 

locks comprises:

a lanyard secured at one end to a respective one of the lock plates; and

a lock pin secured at an opposite end of the lanyard, wherein the lock pin is 

extendable through a respective one of the locking apertures and through a 

respective one of the lock pin slots and the lock pin holes.

3. A carriage frame according to claim 2, wherein each of the fork pin 

locks further comprises a lynch pin extendable through the lock pin.

8
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4. A carriage frame according to claim 2, wherein each of the fork pin 

locks further comprises a wire rope clamp secured to the lanyard.

5. A carriage frame according to claim 1, wherein the pair of lock 

plates are secured to the ends of the floating fork pin on an inside of the first and 

second side members, respectively.

6. A carriage frame according to claim 1, further comprising load 

carrying forks secured to the floating fork pin and a work platform supported on 

the load carrying forks, wherein with the work platform supported on the load 

carrying forks, the fork pin locks are extended through the lock pin holes of the 

lock plates.

7. A carriage frame according to claim 1, wherein the locking apertures 

in the first and second side members are positioned about mid-way between a top 

and a bottom of the first and second side members.

8. A fork pin lock assembly cooperable with a floating fork pin in a 

carriage frame, the fork pin lock assembly comprising:

a pair of lock plates securable to ends of the floating fork pin, respectively, 

each of the lock plates including a lock pin slot and a lock pin hole; and

a pair of fork pin locks one each respectively extendable through the 

carriage frame and selectively extending through one of the lock pin slot and the 

lock pin hole, wherein with the fork pin locks extending through the lock pin slots, 

the floating fork pin is in a movable position, and wherein with the fork pin locks 

extending through the lock pin holes, the floating fork pin is in a locked position.

9. A fork pin lock assembly according to claim 7, further comprising:

a pair of lanyards one each secured at one end to a respective one of the

lock plates; and

a lock pin secured at an opposite end of each of the lanyards, wherein the

9
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lock pin is extendable through the carriage frame and through a respective one of

the lock pin slots and the lock pin holes.

10. A fork pin lock assembly according to claim 9, further comprising a 

lynch pin extendable through the lock pin.

11. A fork pin lock assembly according to claim 9, further comprising a 

wire rope clamp secured to each of the lanyards.

12. A method of assembling a carriage frame including a floating fork 

pin for supporting a work platform, the method comprising:

mounting the floating fork pin in fork pin slots provided in first and second 

side members of the carriage frame;

forming a locking aperture through each of the first and second side 

members, the locking apertures being spaced from the fork pin slots;

securing a pair of lock plates to ends of the floating fork pin, respectively, 

each of the lock plates including a lock pin slot and a lock pin hole positioned in 

substantial alignment with the locking apertures in the first and second side 

members; and

extending a pair of fork pin locks one each through the locking apertures of 

the first and second side members, and selectively extending the fork pin locks 

through respective ones of the lock pin slot and the lock pin hole, wherein with the 

fork pin locks extending through the lock pin slots, the floating fork pin is 

movable in the fork pin slot, and wherein with the fork pin locks extending 

through the lock pin holes, the floating fork pin is prevented from moving in the 

fork pin slot.

13. A method according to claim 12, further comprising securing a 

lanyard at one end to a respective one of the lock plates, and securing a lock pin at 

an opposite end of the lanyard, wherein the lock pin is extendable through a

10
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respective one of the locking apertures and through a respective one of the lock

pin slots and the lock pin holes.

14. A method according to claim 13, further comprising securing a wire 

rope clamp to the lanyard.

15. A method according to claim 12, comprising securing the pair of 

lock plates to the ends of the floating fork pin on an outside of the first and second 

side members, respectively.

16. A method according to claim 12, further comprising securing load 

carrying forks to the floating fork pin and supporting a work platform on the load 

carrying forks, wherein with the work platform supported on the load carrying 

forks, the fork pin locks are extended through the lock pin holes of the lock plates.

17. A method according to claim 12, wherein the step of forming the 

locking apertures in the first and second side members is practiced by forming the 

locking apertures at a position about mid-way between a top and a bottom of the 

first and second side members.

18. A method according to claim 17, wherein the step of forming the 

locking apertures in the first and second side members is practiced by forming the 

locking apertures at a position about mid-way between a front and a back of the 

first and second side members.
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Fig. 1
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